
The positive impact of higher income expectations and the receding coronavirus has 

been offset by higher rates of inflation and falling confidence in government economic 

policies. 









https://www.bea.gov/news/2021/gross-domestic-product-3rd-quarter-2021-advance-estimate


https://www.dallasfed.org/research/surveys/tmos/2021/2110.aspx#tab-report




“We are constantly searching for hard-to-find items, we are paying more for items along 

with freight. We are told material that was due this month may be December; delivery is 

still not guaranteed. Customers understand the situation because they are 

experiencing this everywhere.” 

https://www.richmondfed.org/-/media/RichmondFedOrg/research/regional_economy/surveys_of_business_conditions/manufacturing/2021/pdf/mfg_10_26_21.pdf
https://www.richmondfed.org/-/media/RichmondFedOrg/research/regional_economy/surveys_of_business_conditions/manufacturing/2021/pdf/mfg_10_26_21.pdf
https://www.richmondfed.org/-/media/RichmondFedOrg/research/regional_economy/surveys_of_business_conditions/manufacturing/2021/pdf/mfg_10_26_21.pdf


“…firms again reported worsening port congestion and ongoing logistical issues with 

trucking, rail, and even air cargo.” 

“Some businesses said raw material shortages and a low supply of critical 

components like semiconductors at suppliers was impacting opportunities.” 

 

Prices Paid rose by 3.6 points in October to a 42-year high, with many companies saying 

prices continued to be an issue. 

https://www.kansascityfed.org/documents/8475/10_2021_KC_Survey_Manuf.pdf


https://s3.amazonaws.com/images.chaptermanager.com/chapters/b742ccc3-ff70-8eca-4cf5-ab93a6c8ab97/files/mni-chicago-press-release-2021-10.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/images.chaptermanager.com/chapters/b742ccc3-ff70-8eca-4cf5-ab93a6c8ab97/files/mni-chicago-press-release-2021-10.pdf


https://www.census.gov/manufacturing/m3/index.html


"Mortgage rates increased again last week, as the 30-year fixed rate reached 3.30 

percent and the 15-year fixed rate rose to 2.59 percent - the highest for both in eight 

months. The increase in rates triggered the fifth straight decrease in refinance activity 

to the slowest weekly pace since January 2020. Higher rates continue to reduce 

borrowers' incentive to refinance,"  

"Purchase applications picked up slightly, and the average loan size rose to its highest 

level in three weeks, as growth in the higher price segments continues to dominate 

purchase activity. Both new and existing-home sales last month were at their strongest 

sales pace since early 2021, but first-time home buyers are accounting for a declining 

share of activity.” 

“We have previously suggested that the strength in the U.S. housing market is being 

driven in part by a reaction to the COVID pandemic, as potential buyers move from 

urban apartments to suburban homes. More data will be required to understand 

whether this demand surge represents an acceleration of purchases that would have 

occurred anyway over the next several years, or reflects a secular change in locational 

preferences. August’s data are consistent with either explanation. August data also 

suggest that the growth in housing prices, while still very strong, may be beginning to 

decelerate”. 

https://www.mba.org/2021-press-releases/october/mortgage-applications-increase-in-latest-mba-weekly-survey-x287209
https://www.mba.org/2021-press-releases/october/mortgage-applications-increase-in-latest-mba-weekly-survey-x287209


https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/documents/indexnews/announcements/20211026-1444567/1444567_cshomeprice-release-1026.pdf
https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/documents/indexnews/announcements/20211026-1444567/1444567_cshomeprice-release-1026.pdf
https://www.census.gov/construction/nrs/pdf/newressales.pdf


https://www.dol.gov/ui/data.pdf
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/eci.pdf


The positive impact of higher income expectations and the receding coronavirus has 

been offset by higher rates of inflation and falling confidence in government economic 

policies. 

Declining living standards due to inflation were spontaneously mentioned by one-of-

every five households, concentrated among older and poorer households. 

http://www.sca.isr.umich.edu/








 

https://www.bea.gov/news/2021/personal-income-and-outlays-september-2021


Two very quick question for you. Are markets getting ahead of themselves in expecting 

a rate rise as early as the end of next year, and how important is it for you to maintain 

some of the flexibility of PEPP after PEPP ends in March next year? 

Lagarde: Are markets ahead of themselves? Not for me to say. What I have to do, and 

what I have to assess is the validity of our analysis, and then testing our analysis once 

we've determined that it was correct, against the conditions for our forward guidance. 

What I can tell you, is that our analysis does not support that the conditions of our 

forward guidance are satisfied, neither at the time expected by markets of lift-off or any 

time thereafter soon.  

“…the Governing Council expects the key ECB interest rates to remain at their present 

or lower levels until it sees inflation reaching two per cent well ahead of the end of its 

projection horizon and durably for the rest of the projection horizon, and it judges that 

realised progress in underlying inflation is sufficiently advanced to be consistent with 

inflation stabilising at two per cent over the medium term. This may also imply a 

transitory period in which inflation is moderately above target”.  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-10-28/lagarde-s-mild-rates-pushback-reflected-ecb-colleagues-views?srnd=fixed-income


We expect the influence of all three factors to ease in the course of 2022 or to fall out of 

the year-on-year inflation calculation.  

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2021/html/ecb.mp210909~2c94b35639.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pressconf/2021/html/ecb.is211028~939f22970b.en.html
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/11563347/2-29102021-BP-EN.pdf/e8d47562-a783-9b7c-c1f6-0241602abbd9?t=1635490030844
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/11563347/2-29102021-BP-EN.pdf/e8d47562-a783-9b7c-c1f6-0241602abbd9?t=1635490030844


 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/11563351/2-29102021-AP-EN.pdf/70e9c60b-8bca-12cc-859e-41af561b5a08?t=1635496386185
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/11563351/2-29102021-AP-EN.pdf/70e9c60b-8bca-12cc-859e-41af561b5a08?t=1635496386185


 

The outlook for Japan's economy is that, for the time being, downward pressure 

stemming from COVID-19 is likely to remain on services consumption, and exports and 

production are expected to decelerate temporarily due to supply-side constraints.  

"The risk of accelerating inflation is extremely limited in Japan unlike other nations 

facing such concerns," Kuroda said,  

https://www.boj.or.jp/en/announcements/release_2021/k211028a.pdf
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/mopo/outlook/gor2110b.pdf






 

https://www.meti.go.jp/english/statistics/tyo/iip/index.html


 

How long the reinvestment phase lasts is a future monetary policy decision. It will 

depend on the strength of the recovery and the evolution of inflation. But as I indicated 

in September, it is reasonable to expect that we will be there for a period of time, at 

least until we raise our policy interest rate. 

We remain committed to holding the policy interest rate at the effective lower bound 

until economic slack is absorbed so that the 2 percent inflation target is sustainably 

achieved. In the Bank’s July projection, this happens in the second half of 2022.  

We remain committed to holding the policy interest rate at the effective lower bound 

until economic slack is absorbed so that the 2 percent inflation target is sustainably 

achieved. In the Bank’s projection, this happens sometime in the middle quarters of 

2022. 

While we ended QE, we kept our policy interest rate at its lowest level, and reaffirmed 

our commitment to keep it there until slack in the economy is absorbed so that the 2 

percent inflation target is sustainably achieved. Based on our current projection, this 

happens sometime in the middle quarters of 2022. 



The main forces pushing up prices—higher energy prices and supply bottlenecks—now 

appear stronger and more persistent than we previously thought. 

We now expect the output gap to close sometime in the middle quarters of 2022, which 

is earlier than we projected in July. Let me underline there is more uncertainty than 

normal around the economy’s productive capacity due to the unusual circumstances of 

the pandemic. 

 

https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2021/10/opening-statement-271021/




New dwelling purchase by owner-occupiers rose 3.3%. This is the largest rise since the 

September 2000 quarter driven by substantial increases in base prices in all capital 

cities. Continuing strong demand for housing construction enabled builders to pass 

through increases in costs for both materials and labour. 

Automotive fuel rose 7.1% due to an increase in global oil prices. The Automotive fuel 

series reached record levels, surpassing the previous high set in the March 2014 

quarter. 

Over the past twelve months the group rose 6.0%. The main contributor was Childcare 

due to the unwinding of free childcare introduced last year. Excluding the impact of 

Childcare, the group would have risen 1.3% over the past twelve months. 



Garments fell 5.5% as retailers looked to move excess winter stock resulting from low 

demand during lockdowns in some capital cities. 



https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/economy/price-indexes-and-inflation/consumer-price-index-australia/sep-2021#data-download
https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/economy/price-indexes-and-inflation/consumer-price-index-australia/sep-2021#data-download

